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Appendix A

A.1 Generating view-specific textures

Chapter 5 described two algorithms for back-projecting the reference images onto
the hypothesised surface. The first algorithm relied only on OpenGL’s fixed-pipe
functionality, but had to overcome the graphics hardware’s clipping limitations by pre-
processing the scene-graph on the cpu. In contrast, the programmable pipe version
has better scope for manipulating vertex attributes within the graphics hardware and
therefore does not require pre-processing. The disadvantage of this approach is an
increased overhead in the graphics pipe to combine points in world and texture spaces
into a single OpenGL vertex, and a more involved back-face culling process that is
compelled to test each fragment rather than culling an entire triangle at once.

The fixed-pipe algorithm requires significantly more pre-processing for each
instance of the hypothesised geometry, while the programmable pipe-line algorithm
is able to compile the geometry into display lists on the graphics hardware. In
contrast to the programmable pipe’s approach—where all triangles are sent to the
graphics pipe-line—the fixed-pipe algorithm’s pre-processing step can eliminate a large
number of back-facing triangles from further consideration. Consequently, the fixed-
pipe algorithm generates less spurious fragments (ie. ones that do not contribute to
the texture) and is therefore an advantage to graphics hardware with slow fragment
processors.

We profiled the execution time of both the fixed-pipe and programmable-pipe
algorithms in a variety of scene-configurations to determine the relative benefits of
moving the scene pre-processing from the cpu into the vertex-shader. The algorithms’
execution time is a function of four quantities:

! the total number of surface triangles;

! the number of triangles that face toward a reference camera;
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! the number of front-facing triangles that must be clipped against the reference
camera’s imaging plane; and

! the number of fragments generated by the rasteriser.

The experiments were designed to test the trade-off of pre-processing in software
versus in-hardware processing by varying the number of input triangles; the number of
front-facing triangles; and the number of triangles that are clipped by the imaging plane.
Each test measured the time taken to back-project a single reference image onto the
hypothesised surface; the total execution time including the process of accumulating
all view-specific textures and measuring their consistency is left for the next section.
In each test, a reference image was back-projected onto a given hypothesised scene
configuration 1000 times; the performance is described in terms of the number of view-
specific textures generated per second. The tests were run on a machine with an Intel
Core 2 Quad cpu clocked at 2.4GHz and an nVidia GeForce 8800GT clocked at 600Mhz
with memory bandwidth of 57.6 GB/second. Although the fill rate is an important
factor in both algorithm’s performance, only 512�512 textures were generated. As will be
shown later, neither algorithm is fill-rate limited, and therefore fill-rate will only affect
scale and not relative performance.

A.1.1 Triangle scalability

The overhead related to the algorithms’ per-triangle processing was tested by back-
projecting a reference image onto a tessellated mesh. The mesh is built by dividing
a plane into n triangle strips, where strip comprised 2n triangles. All triangle strips
were front-facing so that both algorithms were compelled to send the same number
of vertices to the graphics pipe, although the fixed-pipe algorithm was still required to
check the orientation of each triangle. The test configuration is illustrated in Figure
A.1(a). The time taken to back-project the reference image onto the surface was
measured over 1000 iterations and illustrated in Figure A.2 against the number triangle
strips in the hypothesised surface.

The results show that the programmable pipe-line version is more efficient than
the fixed-pipe version for a sufficiently complicated scene, but not as efficient for scenes
with less than 4(4�2) triangles. The 32 triangle barrier seems to indicate the saturation
point where both presentation, vertex and fragment shaders units are full. The graph
suggests that the load balance of the fixed-pipe is better until this point by occupying
all three stages. The programmable pipe, in contrast, hardly uses the cpu to present the
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data to the pipe since the algorithm is able to use compiled geometry; it is only until the
fragment processor is saturated that the overhead incurred by the increased per-vertex
processing is mitigated.

A.1.2 Back-facing culling

The back-face culling test determines the advantage of removing back-face triangles
before presenting the scene to the graphics hardware. Figure A.1(b) illustrates the scene
configuration, comprising 5, 000 triangles that projected entirely within the image of
the reference camera. Figure A.3 graphs the texture rate with an increasing proportion
of them facing backwards with respect to the reference camera. As expected, the fixed-
pipe’s rate increases monotonically because backwards facing triangles are not sent to
the graphics pipe. In contrast, the programmable pipe is unaffected by the number
of backwards facing triangles because the back-facing test is applied in the fragment
processor and fragments are textured irrespective of their orientation.

A.1.3 Image-plane clipping

The programmable pipe-line is able to use the OpenGL’s near plane to clip surface
triangles against the reference camera’s imaging plane, unlike the fixed pipe-line, which
must clip the triangles on the cpu. The overhead associated with modifying the
geometry stream was tested by incrementally moving a stack of 1000 quadrilaterals
towards a reference camera. As illustrated in Figure A.1(c), the stack was iteratively
moved towards the camera along the reference camera’s optical axis until the stack was
entirely behind the reference camera’s imaging plane. The stack’s position denotes three
clipping states: firstly, that the stack is not clipped because it is entirely in front of
the camera; secondly, the stack crosses the imaging plane and is therefore subject to
clipping; and, thirdly, that the stack is entirely behind the camera and is therefore not
rendered.

The average texture rate as the stack is translated towards the reference camera
is illustrated in Figure A.4. The results demonstrate that the performance of the
fixed pipe-line algorithm is significantly affected by clipping, unlike the performance
of the programmable pipe-line. The fixed pipe-line clearly indicates three levels of
performance, corresponding to events when the triangle stack begins to be clipped by
the reference camera’s imaging plane at z = −1 and when the stack is entirely behind
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Figure A.1: The three scenes designed to test the relative performance of the fixed- and
programmable-pipe back-projection algorithms.

the imaging plane at z = 1. As expected, the programmable pipe-line’s performance is
unaffected by clipping because all triangles are sent to the graphics pipe.

A.1.4 Conclusion

Figure A.2 illustrates that the programmable-pipe has a scales better than the fixed-
pipe algorithm. Although the programmable pipe must raster more fragments than
the fixed pipe and—as illustrated by Figures A.3 and A.4—is unaffected by clipping or
removing triangles from the input stream, it is consistently more efficient than the fixed-
pipe algorithm for a sufficient number of triangles. The constant texture rate in Figures
A.3 and A.4 in the case of the programmable pipe algorithm, and—after accounting for
the change in clipping state—in Figure A.4 for the fixed pipe-line, indicates that neither
algorithm is fill-rate limited. Accordingly, the change in texture resolution would affect
only the absolute performance of the two algorithms.
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Figure A.2: The texture rate with respect to an increasing number of triangles.
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Figure A.3: The texture rate with respect to an increasing proportion of back-facing triangles.
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Figure A.4: The texture rate with respect to incrementally clipped triangle stack.
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scene configuration geometry

Figure A.5: The scene configuration for evaluating the texture rate with respect to variable
number of cameras and surface complexity.

A.2 Hypothesis evaluation rate

The performance results in Section A.1 only considers the problem of generating a
view-specific texture with respect to a single reference camera. Evaluating the surface-
based likelihood, however, requires generating a view-specific texture for each reference
camera, combining the textures into a composite texture, and evaluating the consistency
of all view-specific textures. A key component of the surface-based likelihood involves
identifying interior surfaces. The complexity of the algorithm described in Section 7.1.2
is squared with respect to the number of surface triangles. The image-based likelihood,
on the other hand, back-projects one reference image onto the hypothesised scene and
renders the result via a second reference camera. Because all image pairs must be
considered, the complexity of the image-based likelihood is squared in the number of
reference cameras.

The performance of both the surface-based and image-based likelihoods was
measured with respect to the scene complexity and number of reference cameras.
This test involved the scene configuration illustrated in Figure A.5, where a ring
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of reference cameras observed two concentric spheres. Because the surface-based
likelihood assumes that primitives are not self-intersecting, two spheres used to ensure
that the interior test must consider the intersection of two surfaces. The number of
triangles comprising each sphere is given by m = 8r(4 � r + 1), where r is the sphere’s
resolution.

The timing results were generated by evaluating an hypothesised configuration
over 1000 iterations using the surface-based and image-based likelihoods. Each evalu-
ation is executed to the point of returning the scalar likelihood for each hypothesised
surface, and the results are reported in terms of number of hypothesises evaluated per
second. The programmable pipe-line algorithm was used to generate the surface-based
likelihood. The three variations of likelihood functions used in the timing tests were:

! Figure A.6(a)—the surface-based likelihood with variable weight composition;

! Figure A.6(b)—the surface-based likelihood with constant weight composition;
and

! Figure A.6(d)–the image-based likelihood.

Figures A.6(a) and A.6(b) illustrate that the surface-based likelihood’s performance is,
as expected, dominated by the number of triangles in the hypothesised surface and
linear with respect to the number of reference cameras. In contrast, Figure A.6(d)
illustrates that the image-based likelihood’s performance is primarily affected by the
number of reference cameras.

The variable weight composition, described in Section 6.3, has a different com-
positing path to that of simply averaging the visible regions over the set of view-specific
textures. The difference in performance between the variable and fixed composition
paths is illustrated in Figure A.6(c). The results are, in general, what we expected: the
variable-weight implementation is slower than the constant-weight implementation,
but that this penalty is amortized as the surface’s complexity increases. Interestingly,
these results show that the constant-weight implementation is slower for a large number
of cameras and few triangles. This result is most likely to be an anomaly when the
system was particularly busy when testing the constant-weight implementation, thereby
skewing the results for this data subset.
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Figure A.6: The texture rates of the surface-based and image-based likelihoods.
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The Graphics Pipeline
Appendix B

Graphics hardware is very adept at generating synthetic images from a surface described
by a collection of triangles and operations upon them. In the pursuit of increasing
visual realism, the performance of graphics processors has rapidly improved to the point
where it easily outstrips the peak theoretical performance of many general-purpose
processors [40]. This dramatic increase in performance can be largely attributed to
its architecture as a very specialised pipe-lined simd machine.

Recognising that graphics hardware is an exceptionally powerful computational
resource, one of the the key motivations behind the development of the image- and
surface-likelihoods was to perform as much of their computation on graphics hardware
as possible. Although recent advances in graphics hardware continues to relax much of
its rigid pipe-line model, however, it is far from being a completely general processor.
Accordingly, the likelihoods had to be adapted to present the data in a manner
congruent to the graphics pipe. This Appendix describes the order of operations and
the limitations of the graphics pipe-line to give insight into some of the design decisions
underpinning the computation of the photo-consistency likelihoods.

B.1 OpenGL

OpenGL is an api for graphics hardware concerned with rendering planar facets into a
frame-buffer [50]. These facets are defined by a set of vertices which can be assembled
into points, lines, triangles, quadrilaterals, and convex polygons. It does not have a
mechanism for describing complex geometric objects, such as implicit surfaces. These
higher-level surfaces must instead be approximated by a triangular mesh.

A set of attributes is associated with each vertex in the graphics pipe-line. Vertices
are defined by setting graphics state-variables before ‘binding’ a vertex entity when
a vertex position is admitted. A vertex necessarily describes a point in the local co-
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Figure B.1: The OpenGL pipe.

ordinate system, but may also include other attributes such as a normal vector, texture
co-ordinates into multiple texture images, and a primary (and secondary) colour.

A stream of vertices are connected into a stream of facets. This geometry
stream is subject to a number of operations, including transformations, lighting,
texturing, blending, and pixel updates. The OpenGL’s pipe-line abstraction describes
the order of these graphics operations. The pipe-line is essentially a state-machine
which is configured by changing the state of its many variables through the gl api.
These variables affect the operation of the pipe-line itself, including defining the
projection system, the texture to apply to the vertices, and a manner by which the
rasterised triangles are blended with the frame-buffer. The abstract OpenGL pipe-line
is illustrated in Figure B.1 and is composed of three key stages:

! the vertex processor, which can manipulates per-vertex attributes, such as trans-
forming and lighting;

! the fragment processor, which computes colour for points on the surface; and,

! frame-buffer operations, which combines fragments with pixels in the frame-
buffer.

The remainder of this Section describes the operation of the fixed pipe-line. Since
OpenGL 2.0, the vertex and fragment processors have been programmable; small
programmes, or shaders can be executed per-vertex and per-fragment for more exacting
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Figure B.2: The OpenGL vertex processor.

control over geometry attributes, although the input and output of the shaders is
controlled by non-programmable units.

B.1.1 The vertex processor

Vertices can be sent to the graphics pipe-line by the client machine, retrieved from the
vertex array or fabricated by nurbs evaluators. Either way, the input to the graphics
pipe is a stream of incoming vertices describing primitives such as points, lines and
triangles. The vertex processor maps vertices from their local co-ordinate space into
image (or ‘clip’) co-ordinates and perform computation on the vertex attributes prior
to rasterisation. Each incoming vertex is transformed by the 4 � 4 ‘model-view matrix’.
This maps vertices into the camera (or ‘eye’) space where the imaging plane is aligned
with the x/y axis. View-dependent lighting is applied to vertices in this space. Texture
co-ordinates can also be modified by the texture matrix, or generated as a function of
the vertices’ position in eye-space.

After transformation, vertices are assembled into primitives which can be clipped
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Figure B.3: The OpenGL fragment+frame-buffer engine.

against the arbitrary planes in eye-space. Depending on the primitive’s type, this may
fabricate new vertices along the clipping planes; new vertex attributes are generated by
linear interpolation in this case. Vertices are then projected by a 4�4 projection matrix
into the clip co-ordinate space.

The clip co-ordinate space maps the space visible by the camera into a cube bound
by x = "1, y = "1 and z = "1, representing the camera’s frustum in clip-space. Primitives
are clipped against this cube which may, again, involve fabricating new vertices through
linear interpolation. Primitives that are within the cube and are not facing away from
the camera are mapped to device co-ordinates, the space that corresponds to the actual
frame-buffer rather than an abstract imaging space defined by the normalised clip-cube.

B.1.2 The fragment processor

With the primitive in device co-ordinates, the raster engine converts the projected facet
into a stream of fragments. A fragment corresponds to a point sample in the primitive’s
image space. At least one fragment is generated per pixel, although some anti-aliasing
approaches generate multiple samples per pixel. Associated with each fragment is a set
of attributes—such as position, colour and texture co-ordinates—generated by linearly
interpolating the facet’s vertex attributes.

The fragment processor is responsible for computing the fragment’s final colour
from its attributes. The fragment’s texture co-ordinates are used to find the point, or
texel, in the current texture stored in the texture assembly. The fragment’s texel is
combined with its base colour (a linear interpolation of the lit primary colour defined
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for each vertex) by the texture environment. The texel application can blend or replace
the fragment’s base colour with the texel’s colour. Fog can also be applied by modulating
the fragment’s colour as a function of the distance from the image plane.

B.1.3 Frame-buffer operations

Fragments leave the fragment processor as coloured point-samples and are subject to
a series of tests before being written to the frame-buffer. These per-fragment tests can
remove fragments based on their attributes or by testing the fragment’s attributes against
the corresponding attribute stored in the frame-buffer. Each pixel in the frame-buffer
stores a number of attributes synonymous with many of the fragment’s attributes. The
set of pixel attributes is often described as being a separate buffer; the ‘depth-buffer,’ for
example, stores the depth of the fragment last written to it.

Fragments are tested by a series of filters; only fragments that pass all tests are
written to the frame-buffer. It comprises two tests that can reject a fragment based solely
on its attributes: the scissor test, which accepts fragments that fall within a rectangular
region of the frame-buffer; and the α test, which accepts fragments whose α-channel
passes a Boolean condition.

Fragments are also subject to tests against the frame-buffer attributes associated
with the fragment’s position in the stencil- and depth-buffers. The stencil buffer is
an integer per pixel that can be incremented or decremented, depending on whether
the fragment succeeds or fails the stencil test. For example, the stencil test may reject
fragments if the corresponding stencil pixel is zero, but increment the stencil value in
this case. The depth-test is used to reject fragments that fail a comparison between the
fragment’s depth and its corresponding position in the depth-buffer. The test typically
rejects fragments that are further that previously rendered fragments, but other Boolean
tests for equality can also be used.

The fragments that are not deleted are written into the frame-buffer. This may
involve blending the fragment’s colour with the frame-buffer’s existing colour, replacing
the corresponding value in the depth-buffer and adjusting the stencil value. The blend
equation is of the form,

drgb = fssrgb ' fddrgb (B.1)

dα = f ′s sα ' f ′ddα (B.2)
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where d and s are the source (the fragment) and destination (the frame-buffer) colours
respectively. The coefficients fs and fd control the weights applied to each colour, and
can be either the source or destination α-channel (or 1 − α), zero or one. The blend
operator, ', can either be addition, subtraction, minimum or maximum of the two
factors.

B.1.4 Summary

Graphics hardware is a powerful computation resource; their theoretical floating point
speed make an compelling argument for adapting computation to make use of them.
Some of the advantages of using graphics hardware include:

! it is highly optimised for 4-element vector arithmetic, including support for dot-
products and therefore 4 � 4 matrix multiplication;

! parallelism through pipe-line abstraction and vertex and fragment units;

! very high bandwidth between graphics processors and graphics memory (but
significantly less bandwidth from the system memory to graphics memory);

! support for triangle clipping to fabricate new vertices with linearly interpolated
vertex attributes along clipping planes;

! a host of per-pixel operations, including depth comparison, colour manipulation,
and arithmetic functions on fragment attributes.

Although much of the graphics pipe-line is programmable, it has a very spe-
cialised and unconventional programming model. For example, while fragments are
free to perform arbitrary texture reads, fragment testing is not programmable and
can only work with the fragment’s corresponding position in the frame-buffer. Other
disadvantages imposed by the graphics programming model include:

! Asymmetrical bandwidth between the graphics hardware and the processor.

! Communication between the system and graphics hardware is restricted to
graphics operations, such as transferring pixels between images and describing
triangle meshes.

! The hardware is free to re-sample and reinterpret pixel data, which can affect
precision and perform unexpected pixel replacements with texture filters.

! References to images are always by point-sampling—never by directly addressing
discrete pixels. Although this is not often a problem for images themselves,
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often images can represent arrays where imprecise look-ups are undesirable.
Furthermore, references to textures always succeed; texture references always
return a valid texel, even if that texel is fabricated by the texture unit.

! OpenGL imposes data-flow limitations. The fragment processor is unable to
write to texture memory, for example, and the fragment processor cannot repo-
sition fragments.

! There is somewhat limited scope for fragment testing; fragments that are not
removed by the fragment processor and fixed fragment-tests are always written
to the frame-buffer.

! The pipe-line ordering is fixed and only subsets of the graphics pipe are pro-
grammable.
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Figure B.4: The pin-hole camera model.

B.2 Camera model

The likelihoods described in Chapters 4—7 models the projection of the 3d scene onto
an image plane by a pin-hole camera, illustrated in B.4. The projection p′ of a 3d point
p in scene-space is given by

p′ = Pp, (B.3)

where P is a 3 � 4 ‘projection matrix’ [23]. The projection matrix can be decomposed
into

P = K [R 	 t] (B.4)

where K is the 3�3 intrinsincs matrix, which describes the perspective mapping induced
by the camera’s lens relative to the imaging plane, R is a 3 � 3 rotation matrix and t is a
3 � 1 translation vector. The intrinsics matrix is given by

K =
���������

α f tan(ξ) u
0 f v
0 0 1

���������
(B.5)
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which describes the distance f between the imaging plane and optical centre, the
principal point [u, v]�, the angle ξ between the axes of the imaging plane and the aspect
ratio of the imaging frame.

Our pin-hole camera model uses the same co-ordinate frame as OpenGL. The
imaging frame in this case is defined by the square x = "1, y = "1 in camera co-
ordinates. The projection p′ = Pp = [x , y,w]� is within the image domain if 	 x

w 	 * 1 and
	 y
w 	 * 1. The focal length and principal point are expressed relative to this normalised

image frame. Accordingly, the prior U(−0.01, 0.01) on the principal point in the test
described in Section 4.5.3, for example, corresponds to an uncertainty of 1 in the
imaging plane.
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